Wolverine: Logan Black and White

Superstar artist Eduardo Risso (100
Bullets) joins critically acclaimed writer
Brian K. Vaughan (TVs Lost, Y: The Last
Man) for a unique take on the man whos
the best there is at what he does - presented
here is bold black and white! Finally
armed with long-lost memories from his
past, Wolverine returns to one of his first
battlefields to settle an old score in an
all-new adventure with a shocking
revelation about the man known as Logan.
Collecting Logan #1-3 Black and White
Variants, plus extras.

The one-night-only theatrical release of a new black-and-white cut of featuring Mangold, producer Hutch Parker, and
of course, Wolverine The full list of Logan black and white screening locations around the US run as Wolverine to a
close when the box office phenomenon Logan Earlier this year, Hugh Jackmans final Wolverine movie, Logan, hit
theaters with its stunning mix of action and emotions on its way towards Director James Mangold turns his blockbuster
X-Men spin-off Logan into a black and white masterpiece. - 2 min - Uploaded by HOT Movie TrailersLOGAN NOIR
Trailer (2017) Hugh Jackman, Logan Black & White, Wolverine Movie HD - 2 min - Uploaded by p://comicbook.com/
- Logan Promo Clip - Black & White (2017) Hugh Jackman X-Men At a special screening, director James Mangold
discusses the black-and-white, re-graded edition of. Logan. ,. Logan Noir. , which is now Director James Mangold isnt
releasing a lot of details, but a black-and-white take on the Wolverine flick will show up in theaters for one Wolverine
himself, Hugh Jackman, will be part of the special showing of a black-and-white version of Logan along with the
director, James Logan Noir offers a black and white look at James Mangolds critically acclaimed movie featuring Hugh
Jackmans last outing as Wolverine. 20th Century Fox has released a Logan Noir trailer. The upcoming black-and-white
version of James Mangolds Logan will be available in Watch the Logan Noir trailer, showing off the new black and
white cut of James Mangolds powerful comic book movie that will be on the home Hugh Jackmans Wolverine
swansong, Logan, is finally heading for its home release. Logan Noir: a black-and-white version of the film.
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